DATA SHEET: Ivanti Xtraction

Ivanti Xtraction
Reporting across IT is a challenge. You gather and overlay
data from IT applications by hand, wrestle to create highquality visuals, and then rework everything for another
audience. There’s a better way. Ivanti Xtraction is a selfservice, real-time reporting and dashboard solution that helps
you meet your IT business intelligence needs with less effort.
Merge your vendor tools data—including Ivanti tools—in one
place. Power your IT decisions based on real-time,
comprehensive views of your IT environment.

Simple Self Service

Discover Hidden Information

Spend less time waiting for or chasing down reports. Be in

Xtraction isn’t limited to fixed or flat dashboard views. Drill down

control, and depend less on specialized staff. Designed with the

through dashboards with ease. Filter results to focus on points

user in mind, Xtraction provides an easy-to-use, flexible

of interest or areas of concern for real-time insights. With the

interface. Anyone can create personalized reports or

right access, you can even open a record in the underlying

dashboards and recut them at any time. Get to your data on

application. Gain a deeper understanding of your data. Find lost

demand directly from source. Drag-and-drop or point-and-click,

assets, identify new service opportunities, or pinpoint vulnerable

without coding or complex commands. Select data from your

and offline devices. Protect worker productivity, strengthen

connected systems, choose the display format, and let Xtraction

security policies, and impact your bottom line.

do the rest.

Automate Scheduling and Alerts

Unite Data with Connectors

Schedule report delivery at a time that suits you—daily, weekly,

Maximize your IT investments and leverage your key IT data.

or monthly. Have reports mailed straight to your in-box. Mitigate

No need to open each application and wade through masses of

IT risk. Take a proactive approach with Xtraction’s alerting

data. Use connectors pre-built for Ivanti tools and other

capability. Send information dashboards automatically. Receive

common applications—ITSM, ITAM, operational security,

advanced warning about service level breaches, out-of-

endpoint management, and relational databases. Unify, cross-

compliance devices, or other critical indicators before it’s too

reference, and cherry-pick only the data you need. Execute a

late to act.

level of analysis unachievable with siloed tools and data. Spot
unused services by department. Assess the financial impact of
major outages. Track excessive times to patch or devices in

Minimize Data Access Risks
Maintain control over who sees your business data. Expose

need of OS migration and more, without breaking a sweat.

your data, reports, and dashboards to authorized users only

Achieve Real-time Visibility

authentication with Active Directory. Gain secure access that

Don’t just analyze your data after the fire is out. Monitor,

doesn’t impact user productivity.

with role-based access. Xtraction includes integrated

explore, and share critical information in real time with auto-

Rapid Implementation

refresh. Visualize point-in-time data on dashboards at your

We’ve done the heavy lifting, so you don’t have to. The solution

leisure. Consume information in common formats such as pie,

installs quickly and extends with the pre-defined connectors to

bar, or line charts. Export to popular file formats for business
reports or presentations. Count on reliable, accurate and timely
information in data-driven meetings and decisions.
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the most popular IT systems. You’ll be up and running on the
day of installation.
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